Then, there exists a %Çï.X such that x n -*t; and T n %--±% as n-> <*>. (b) Example 1 will show that our Hypothesis 1 is strictly more general than Monna's.
Furthermore, (if)
(c) If ï\= T* (i = 1, 2, • • • ) the conclusion means that £ is periodic under T with period not greater than max(w, N).
(d) Since £ is unique, and T k % = T k T h % = T h T k %, we have !*£ = £, and £ is actually a fixed point of all
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. It will not be given in detail, since it follows mainly the procedures used by Luxemburg and Monna.
Let XQÇ.X. Then, in the usual manner, it can be shown that for n^N+m:
d(x n +h y x n )Sp n~~N~~m C(l-p) _1 , and all results follow like in Luxemburg, Monna and Edelstein.
We observe, letting h->oo, that the last inequality gives an estimate of the rate of convergence of the sequence {x n }, namely
i6 /0^d^T/2} and, for;*:,y£X, define
Assume {x n = e iBn } is a Cauchy sequence in {X, d). Since, for m, n*£no, d(x m , x n ) is bounded, we have that either 8 n = 0 = ir/2 for n^no f or O^0 n <7r/2-e for some e>0, n^n Q . In the last case, since 
whenever the denominators do not vanish. +q')SC. Therefore, all elements in the set {ffp+ ff }fl-o,i,"-coincide. Call their common value £. Choose K so large that h+K -p + 1 (in case h>p, take K = 0). Then, if k ^K: 7VM,£ = Th+kXh+k-i^Xh+k^Ç, and our Lemma is proved.
PROOF OF THE THEOREM. We will assume that no element of the set {tf n }n*m is fixed under any of the elements of { T k }kam-Otherwise, by the Lemma, the first part of the theorem would be already proved (and even the second one, if h = 1 and K = 0).
Define p { (x, y)=d(TiX, T { y)/d(x, y), for 0<d(x, y)£C.
Let N be the index specified in (3) . Without loss, we may assume N^m. (If not, we take a suitable N f >N.)
where we used (2), (3a) and the definition of p t -(#, y). Using the same arguments
= PJV-+-2(T' iV-f.3^2V-h 1, XN+\)PN+ l(Ttf+zXtf, XN)d(Tw + zXN } XN) g CPN+2(TN+ZXN+I, XN+I)PN+I(TN+ZXN, XN).
And, in general 
Therefore, T n %->% as #-><*>, and we have the first part of our theorem.
From (#), on making p-+ <x>, we get an estimate of the rate of convergence of {x n }, namely
•Assume now (5) 
holds. Hence d(7\7\£, T£)=d{T h +i$;, T^).
If we let i->oo, since 7\ is continuous, the first member tends to d(T h^ £), while the second one tends to zero. Hence, r^ = £.
•Assume TiYj-^rj as i-»<*>. Then, as before, T h rj=r}. Furthermore, by (4) Finally, we give three examples to illustrate the extents and limitations of our results. The first one is a direct application of Theorem 2, for which no previous results can be used. The second one shows that condition (3b) is by no means necessary. To counterballast this, the last example shows a transformation without fixed points, which does not fulfill requirement (3b). ) = 21 sin ((0»+i-0»)/2) | = 2 |sin (0/3 n+1 ) |, it is clear that for n è Ni(xo), d(x n +h x n ) ^ C, and we have (3a).
In order to show (3b), we observe that in this case the condition reduces to
when n^N(xo) and the denominators do not vanish. This last alternative occurs only when 0 = 0, where the final result is trivial. So that we may assume 0?*O. Let <£ = 0/3 w+8 . With this notation, (3b) will hold if and only if 2 sin <j>/2 sin 30 S 2 sin 30/2 sin 90.
Clearly, taking w^iV 2 (xo), we will have O^90^ §7r/2.
Consider the function ƒ(/) = sin 3//sin£ = 2 cos 2 /+cos 2t, 0</^7r/2. A simple computation shows ƒ'(/)<(). Hence, ƒ(/) decreases, and sin 2/sin 3/ increases with /. In particular sin 0/sin 30 < sin 30/sin 90, which is precisely what we wanted to prove.
As stated in Remark (a), (3c) is obviously satisfied. Also, condition (4) is immediate. Hence, we can apply our Theorem and conclude: #«-»£ = £ t0 as n-><», and r£ = £.
We observe that neither Theorem 1 nor Theorem 3 in [5] can be used in this case, whereas Theorem 2 in [S] asserts at best the periodicity of £. and hence (3b) is not satisfied. Nevertheless, x n ->0ÇzX as n->oo, TO = 0, and 0 is the only element with this property. EXAMPLE 4. We will use Rakotch's example mentioned at the beginning of this Section.
Let X be the nonnegative reals with the Euclidean metric, and Tx = ln(l+e x ). As shown there d(Tx, Ty)<d(x, y) whenever x?*y, so that 00 can be chosen arbitrarily. Let x 0 ÇzX, Xo^O, and 
